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Abstract

**Purpose:** To examine the effect of continuous (CON) and intermittent (INT) running training sessions of different durations and intensities on subsequent performance and calculated training load (TL).

**Methods:** Runners (n=11) performed a 1500m time-trial (1500m TT) as a baseline, and after completing 4 different running training sessions. The training sessions were performed in a randomized order, and were either maximal for 10 minutes (10CON, 10INT) or sub-maximal for 25 minutes (25CON, 25INT). An acute performance decrement (APD) was calculated as the percentage change in 1500m TT speed measured after training compared with baseline. The pattern of APD response was compared to that for several TL metrics (bTRIMP, eTRIMP, iTRIMP, rTSS and sRPE) for the respective training sessions.

**Results:** Average speed ($P<0.001; \eta^2_p=0.924$) was different for each of the initial training sessions which all resulted in a significant APD. This APD was similar when compared across the sessions, except for a greater APD found after 10INT vs 25CON ($P=0.02$). In contrast, most TL metrics were different and showed the opposite response to APD, being higher for CON vs. INT, and lower for 10 vs. 25 min sessions ($P<0.001; \eta^2_p=0.563$).

**Conclusion:** An APD was observed consistently after running training sessions but it was not consistent with most of the calculated TL metrics. The lack of agreement found between APD and TL suggests that current methods for quantifying TL are flawed when used to compare CON and INT running training sessions of different durations and intensities.

**Keywords:** Exercise, TRIMP, RPE, Heart Rate, Physical Endurance
Introduction

Training is frequently quantified by its load (TL), a metric that is a function of exercise intensity and duration, and assumed to reflect the stress of a given session or sessions.\(^\text{1}\) In running\(^\text{2,3}\) and team-sports\(^\text{4-6}\) research has tended to focus upon the influence of TL on the development of fitness over the longer term involving multiple training sessions. Interest in evaluating TL has grown in recent years, notably driven by interest in injury prevention,\(^\text{1}\) and wearable technology development.\(^\text{7}\) For example, data from wearables enabled a recent study where the TL for 1.6 million training sessions were quantified in order to gain insight into optimal training strategies.\(^\text{7}\) However, some studies have shown that the relationship between TL and performance is not straightforward.\(^\text{8-10}\) This may be because relatively little attention has been given to validating how TL is derived from the intensity and duration of individual training sessions,\(^\text{11}\) before TL is summed across multiple sessions.

Most TL metrics are based on the concept suggested initially by Banister et al.,\(^\text{12}\) that training results in short and long term changes in performance that are dictated by the accumulation of both fatigue and fitness. Banister et al. derived the training impulse (TRIMP), a function of training intensity and duration, as a means of quantifying training sessions. The TRIMP was used as a TL metric to model how training altered athletes’ fatigue and fitness status, and thus changes in their performance. In order to validate the underpinning concepts of TL we measured the acute performance decrement (APD) that results from a single cycling training session.\(^\text{11}\) Given how TL is conceptualized, the size of a session’s TL should be reflected in a corresponding APD. However, no agreement between the APD and typical TL metrics for that session were found. The largest difference in TL was found when comparing a short intense, maximal 5-min session with a longer 20-min one, yet the APD after both sessions was similar. These findings indicate that the current
basis for calculating TL for cycling sessions is flawed and this could explain why the relationship between TL and performance is not straightforward. However, whether an APD occurs and is consistent with changes in TL following other modes of exercise, such as running, remains to be determined.

The prescription of intermittent (INT) training by perceived exertion rather than using relative exercise intensity is becoming increasingly popular due its simplicity, and its potentially greater benefits compared with continuous exercise (CON). The process of INT training prescription varies according to the work interval, its exertion rating, duration, and recovery prescribed. Runners and team sport players in particular, often employ INT methods in their training. The CON and INT sessions can be compared by matching for work, or effort and duration (iso-effort, iso-time). When two training sessions (CON vs. INT) were compared after matching for effort and duration, substantial differences in total work, oxygen uptake and blood lactate were reported. A greater understanding of the comparative effects of iso-effort, iso-time CON and INT sessions may be provided by evaluating their TL and resulting APD but to our knowledge these have not been assessed together.

The present study was designed to evaluate the influence of iso-effort, iso-time CON and INT running training sessions of different durations on several TL metrics and subsequent APD. Specifically, we manipulated TL in different CON and INT sessions to evaluate whether the APD reflected these changes. Based on our previous research, we hypothesized that an APD would be observed after running sessions, but that differences in APD between sessions would contradict those for the respective TL metrics.
Methods

Participants

The participants in this study were 10 male and 1 female (mean ± SEM; age: 25 ± 2 years, height: 1.77 ± 0.1 m, weight: 67.3 ± 2.5 kg), well-trained runners. Participants had at least 3 years’ experience of competing in events ranging from 800m to half-marathon; they trained >8 hours/week and had personal best times for 1500m of 266 ± 8 s. All participants gave written informed consent to take part in this study which was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Kent in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Experimental Overview

Using a randomized, crossover, within-subjects design, over a 4 week period, participants completed 5 test-sessions following preliminary laboratory testing (see Figure 1). All sessions were separated by at least 48 hours. The 5 randomized test-sessions consisted of a baseline 1500m time-trial (1500m TT), and four experimental training sessions followed by a 1500m TT. All training sessions were completed at the same time of the day with participants fully rested and hydrated, having consumed a light meal 3 h before, and having refrained from alcohol and caffeine consumption, and vigorous exercise for 24 hours previously.

Preliminary Laboratory Testing

Participants performed a two-phase incremental test on an indoor treadmill (Woodway ELG, Woodway GmbH, Germany) to determine individual blood lactate concentration (La’) profiles, and then maximum heart rate (HR$_{max}$), peak treadmill velocity (PTV), and associated VO$_2$$_{max}$.$^2$ The first phase consisted of 4 min stages, interspersed with 1 min rest, starting at an initial running speed of 10 km·h$^{-1}$ and increasing by 1 km·h$^{-1}$ each stage. The second test phase began when blood lactate
concentrations (La') reached 4 mmol/l, whereupon running speed was increased continuously by 0.5 km·h\(^{-1}\) every 30-seconds until exhaustion. Thumb-prick La' samples were collected and analyzed (Biosen C-Line analyzer, EKF diagnostics, Wales) during the 1 min rest periods in phase one, and immediately on completing phase two. Expired gases were measured using a breath-by-breath open-circuit indirect calorimetry system (Oxycon Pro, Erich Jaeger, Germany), calibrated according to the manufacturer’s instructions prior to each use. The participants’ HR\(_{\text{max}}\) and PTV were recorded as the highest observed values and \(\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}\) was calculated as the highest 30-second average.

**Experimental Training Sessions**

The 5 experimental sessions were conducted on an outdoor synthetic athletics track. The 4 experimental training sessions consisting of CON or INT running for 10 or 25 min (i.e. 10CON, 10INT, 25CON, 25INT) as shown in Figure 1. The CON and INT training sessions were matched for overall effort using the CR-10 scale\(^{17}\) and prescribed as maximal (10/10) for both 10 min sessions, and submaximal (6/10) for both 25 min sessions. The two INT training sessions consisted of 150m efforts performed once per minute, with the passive recovery lasting for the remainder of each minute. Participants self-paced their efforts, and no feedback was provided during or between training sessions. On completing the experimental training sessions participants had 5 min of passive recovery, before performing a 1500m TT.

Timing during all training sessions and 1500m TT’s time was performed manually with a stopwatch. Speed and heart rate were measured second-by-second using a GPS wristwatch and a Bluetooth connected foot pod, (Polar Oy, Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland). The wind speed was assessed with a digital anemometer (Protmex, MS6252A) for all experimental sessions which were only performed if it was below 2 m·sec\(^{-1}\). Prior to all experimental sessions, HR\(_{\text{rest}}\) was measured.
for 3 min, seated in a quiet environment before participants undertook a standardized self-paced 3-lap warm-up and dynamic stretching routine.

**Measurements**

The APD for each experimental training session was calculated as the percentage change in 1500m TT speed, i.e. APD = (P1-P2)/P1•100, where P1 is the baseline 1500m TT speed and P2 is the 1500m TT speed recorded after the training session. Note that the APD is calculated as a positive percentage change to facilitate comparison with the corresponding TL metrics for the session.

The participants’ RPE (scale 6-20) was recorded at 300m, 700m, 1100m, and 1500m during each 1500m TT and every 2 minutes throughout the experimental training sessions. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) rating scale was used to assess TL immediately on completion of the experimental training sessions by summating the scores from its 6 sub-categories. Motivation was assessed prior to experimental training sessions and 1500m TT’s. Participants were familiarized with all scales during their laboratory visit.

The TL metrics were calculated using 3 different TRIMP formulae (bTRIMP, iTRIMP and eTRIMP), session RPE (sRPE) and a running training stress score (rTSS). The bTRIMP was calculated from HR using a weighting factor according to the formula: bTRIMP = duration training (minutes) • ΔHR • y, where ΔHR = (HR_{ex} - HR_{rest}) / (HR_{max} - HR_{rest}), where y represents a classic increase in blood lactate of 0.64e^{1.92x} for males and 0.84e^{1.67x} for females. The iTRIMP was calculated using individualized weighting factors (yi) for each participant using their phase 1 laboratory test data. The eTRIMP was calculated from the time spent in five pre-defined HR zones multiplied by arbitrary zone-based weighting factors. The sRPE was collected immediately after the training session using the CR-10 scale and multiplied by training duration (sRPEr) and excluding recovery (sRPEwr). The running training stress score (rTSS) was calculated as
previously described\textsuperscript{25,26} with functional threshold pace being assumed to be 88\% of 10CON.\textsuperscript{27} The TL metrics were also normalized by dividing them by the training session duration in order to remove the influence of duration and evaluate intensity separately.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 25 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, ISA). Following a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to check data for normality, where appropriate a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test was performed to compare mean values for the experimental training sessions, including the TL metrics, and the APD. Some TL metrics were not normally distributed (sRPE, eTRIMP, iTRIMP) and these were evaluated with the non-parametric Friedman and Bonferroni post-hoc test instead. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA (session x time) was used to compare the responses of variables (speed, HR, and RPE) during both the experimental training sessions and the 1500m TT’s. Where the sphericity assumption was violated, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. Effect sizes were calculated as partial eta squared ($\eta_p^2$) and small, medium, and large effects were taken as $\eta_p^2 \geq 0.01$, $\eta_p^2 \geq 0.059$, and $\eta_p^2 \geq 0.138$ respectively.\textsuperscript{27} Statistical significance was accepted where $P < 0.05$ was found. All results are presented as mean ± SEM.

**Results**

**Incremental Test**

$\dot{V}O_2$\textsubscript{peak} and PTV from the incremental test were $4.63 \pm 0.22$ L min$^{-1}$ ($68.8 \pm 2.7$ ml kg$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$) and $19.7 \pm 0.5$ km·h$^{-1}$, whilst HR$_{\text{max}}$ and La$^\text{−}$ were $188 \pm 3$ bpm and $12.6 \pm 1.3$ mmol/L respectively.
Total distance covered in each session was 2914 ± 77, 1500, 6316 ± 193 and 3750 m for 10CON, 10INT, 25CON and 25INT, respectively. Technical problems meant HR analysis not performed for 1 participant. When comparing 10CON and 10INT a main effect of time was found for HR and RPE ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 >0.898$) but not speed ($P=0.306; \eta_p^2 =0.107$). A main effect for session was found for speed and HR ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 >0.898$) but not RPE ($P=0.499; \eta_p^2 =0.047$). A significant interaction was found only for HR ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.463$). When comparing 25CON and 25INT, a main effect of time was observed for all variables ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 >0.829$), and a main effect of session was found for speed ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.87$), but not HR or RPE. A significant interaction was found for speed and HR ($P<0.042; \eta_p^2 >0.248$), but not for RPE (see Figure 2A).

Table 1 shows average speed was different between all the 4 training sessions ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.924$), %PTV ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.92$), as was HRmean ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.657$), and RPEend ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.917$), but motivation was similar ($P=0.585; \eta_p^2 =0.062$). A difference between sessions was found for all TL metrics, sRPEt ($P<0.001$), sRPEwt ($P<0.001$), rTSS ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.882$), bTRIMP ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.781$), eTRIMP ($P<0.001$), iTRIMP ($P=0.001$), and NASA-TLX ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.74$) and are shown in Figure 3. Bonferroni post-hoc testing revealed between-session differences for TL metrics as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Differences in the opposite direction were found when the TL metrics were normalized, sRPE ($P<0.001$), bTRIMP ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.662$), eTRIMP ($P<0.001$), iTRIMP ($P<0.001$) and rTSS ($P<0.001; \eta_p^2 =0.799$) and are shown in Figure 4). Figure 5 presents speed and HR for the 4 training sessions (A and C), and example minute periods (B and D).
An APD was observed after all experimental training sessions ($P<0.001; \eta^2_p =0.454; \beta = 0.984$). Bonferroni post-hoc testing found no differences in the size of APD except for 10INT vs. 25CON ($P = 0.02$; see Figure 3). Table 2 presents the measurements during the 1500m TT’s. A main effect of time was observed for all variables measured during the 1500m TT’s; speed ($P=0.01, \eta^2_p =0.429$), HR ($P<0.001, \eta^2_p =0.956$), and RPE ($P=0.001, \eta^2_p =0.869$). A main effect of session was found for speed ($P<0.001, \eta^2_p =0.662$), and RPE ($P=0.05, \eta^2_p =0.227$) but not for HR ($P=0.2, \eta^2_p =0.148$). A significant interaction was observed for speed ($P=0.03, \eta^2_p =0.229$), but not for HR ($P=0.16$) or RPE ($P=0.601$), see Figure 2B. No difference was observed in motivation before the 1500m TT’s, except for baseline vs. 10CON ($P=0.01$) and 25CON ($P=0.02$).

**Discussion**

This study examined the APD that results from running training sessions, and the effects of iso-effort CON and INT sessions. The main finding of the study was that an APD measured as a change in 1500m TT speed, was found after all training sessions regardless of their duration or intensity. The magnitude of this APD, was similar for all sessions, except when comparing 10INT with 25CON, where the shorter session resulted in a larger APD. Contradicting the APD response, the session TL metrics were significantly smaller for the shorter sessions when compared with the longer ones (Figure 3). Furthermore, whilst APD was not different when comparing CON and INT trials of the same duration, most of the TL metrics were significantly lower for the INT sessions. As can be seen in Figure 3, the APD showed the opposite pattern of response to its corresponding TL metrics, with the exception of the NASA-TLX responses, which broadly followed the same
pattern as the APD. When TL metrics were normalized for session duration however, their pattern of response reversed and was seen to be much more consistent with that of APD.

The disagreement observed between APD and TL metrics questions the usefulness of TL metrics for comparing dissimilar training sessions. These findings are consistent with our previous study of continuous cycling bouts,\textsuperscript{11} and extends these observations to situations involving running and CON vs. INT exercise. Previously, we observed a higher APD and lower TL metrics following 5 min maximal cycling compared with 20 and 40 min submaximal bouts. In the present study we found that comparing iso-effort CON and INT exercise highlighted further discrepancies between APD and TL. Typically, TL was lower for INT than CON whilst APD was not different. Previous studies\textsuperscript{16,28,29} have shown that differently structured iso-time and iso-effort bouts require similar levels of effort. These findings are consistent with the APD response observed in the present study, and further support the use of the iso-effort method for prescribing exercise (Figure 2:E). The findings from the present study reinforce our previously expressed concerns on the shortcomings of using TL to compare training sessions of different intensity and duration and highlight further problems with using TL for INT activities.

The HR-based TL metrics (bTRIMP, eTRIMP, iTRIMP) had lower values for 10INT compared to 10CON training sessions (Figure 3). This is probably attributable to the delay in HR response that is most noticeable at the onset and offset of exercise (Figure 5). This effect is well-documented for INT activities in football\textsuperscript{28} and cycling\textsuperscript{29,30} and here we repeat those findings for INT running sessions. Table 1 summarizes the training session data which indicates that the APD’s were not proportional to running speed, total distance, session duration or HR but were associated with differences in prescribed exercise intensity. Similar to the findings of our previous study, iso-effort sessions, although different in nature, resulted in similar APD’s.
It seems unlikely that issues with the measurement of APD are responsible for its divergence from TL metrics, although the effect of pacing on performance is well known.\textsuperscript{31} Previous studies have used maximum effort TT’s effectively to evaluate changes in performance\textsuperscript{32-33} and over similar distances.\textsuperscript{3} Nonetheless, given the field nature of this study, we carefully monitored factors such as pacing and motivation. All participants were experienced middle-distance runners used to running this distance, and they were instructed to follow strictly the same pacing strategy for all their 1500m TT’s. Figure 2B suggests that this approach was successful, as similar shaped pacing profiles can be seen for all 1500m TT’s. Motivation was similar for most 1500m TT’s after the training sessions, except when the baseline was compared with 10CON ($P=0.012$) and 25CON ($P=0.016$). Moreover, similar values were observed during all 1500m TT’s for $\text{RPE}_{\text{mean}}$, $\text{RPE}_{\text{end}}$ and $\text{HR}_{\text{mean}}$, which suggests that differences in motivation did not prevent participants from reproducing their maximum effort in all trials. Additionally, the similar time-course for changes in HR, and RPE shown in Figure 2:B, also suggest that the 1500 TT’s were performed to a high level of consistency and therefore changes in APD reflect the impact of the prior training session rather than poor 1500m TT execution.

The reason for the contradiction between APD and TL may be related to the way in which exercise duration is incorporated into the TL metrics as a multiplier. Given that the present study used an RPE based prescription that appears to have been applied effectively, it may appear surprising that the sRPE was not consistent with the resulting APD. Most TL metrics, including sRPE, quantify TL based on the model proposed initially by Bannister et al.,\textsuperscript{12} multiplying the exercise intensity component (e.g. HR, speed or RPE) by its duration. But it is notable that the APD’s observed in the current study were independent of changes in exercise duration. As a RPE scale was used both for prescription\textsuperscript{17} and to calculate the sRPE,\textsuperscript{21} it seems more likely that it is the use of duration as a multiplier that leads to discrepancies between the resulting APD and TL. This suggestion is reinforced when the TL metrics are evaluated after normalizing them for the training session
duration to remove its influence (Figure 4). Once normalized the TL metrics show the opposite response and are much more consistent with the changes in APD, especially sRPE. This finding is consistent with that of Weaving and colleagues,\textsuperscript{34} who concluded that duration was the main contributor to the TL variance observed for rugby players over an extended period of time. Notably, in the present study the NASA-TLX was the only metric that tracked APD reasonably, reinforcing the findings of our previous study.\textsuperscript{11} The NASA-TLX does not use exercise duration as a multiplier, instead aggregating scores across six different subscales (Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort, Frustration). Thus, we suggest that the stress imposed by a training session may be better represented by weighting the importance of its duration and intensity separately.

**Study Limitations**

The field-based nature of this study poses some specific limitations. Due to the nature of the study it is not possible to comment on the potential mechanisms underpinning the APD. Bannister et al.,\textsuperscript{12} when first introducing the TRIMP noted training sessions create a fatigue effect, quantified in the present study as an APD. As the etiology of the decrement in 1500m TT performance trials is unknown, we have avoided use of the term fatigue and referred to an APD instead. Indeed, we speculate that the etiology of the APD will likely vary according to the characteristics of the training session. Consequently, the APD measured directly after the session may not be proportional to the recovery time course, nor the overall stimulus for adaptation. Further studies are required to determine how the magnitude of APD varies in response to different sessions, and whether it corresponds to the recovery duration and resulting longer-term adaptations. A further limitation was that because most data collection occurred on an outdoor athletics track, differences in the weather could have influenced the training sessions and subsequent 1500m TT performances.
However, environmental conditions and wind speed in particular were monitored for every session which was postponed if wind speed was above 2 m·sec$^{-1}$.

In the present study we adopted the conservative Bonferroni test for post-hoc analysis to find differences in TL metrics whilst APD was similar. Had we adopted a less conservative post-hoc test, the APD’s for both 10-min sessions are found to be greater than those for both the 25-min sessions which reinforces our observation as APD and TL metrics change in opposite directions. However, given the limited sample size of the present study we preferred to adopt the more conservative perspective. Further research may be needed to examine a more diverse range of training sessions reflecting those typically adopted by athletes and coaches.$^{13,16}$

**Practical applications**

Our findings have important implications for comparing training sessions and quantifying INT-based sessions using HR-based TL metrics in particular. Collectively, current TL metrics overestimate the stress imposed by longer running training sessions, independently of whether they are prescribed as CON or INT. Despite different methods implemented for computing TL, such as non-linear (bTRIMP, rTSS), zone-based (eTRIMP) or individualized (iTRIMP), the TL metrics changed in a contradictory manner to APD. In contrast, TL metrics normalized for session duration were reversed in response and much more consistent with APD. When coaches and athletes use TL metrics to evaluate training sessions of varying exercise duration they should be aware of the potential bias caused by using session duration as a multiplier and consider the influence of duration and intensity separately.

The use of effort-based methods was effective for the purposes of training session prescription for well-trained middle-distance runners as it resulted in an APD following every session. Importantly,
APD is not suggested as a replacement for current methods of TL quantification, rather as an objective and theoretical contribution towards the development of new approaches. In this regard, future research could explore the use of NASA-TLX as the APD’s found in the present study showed good agreement with these ratings. This finding is consistent with the conclusions of a systematic review on self-report measures, but the use of NASA-TLX has not been examined thoroughly in a sporting context specifically.

**Conclusion**

A significant APD was observed as a decrease in 1500m TT performance following training sessions of 10, and 25 min duration comprised of CON and INT running. The changes in APD contradicted the TL metrics for the training sessions both for changes in exercise duration and when performed as CON or INT running. These results suggest that current methods for quantifying TL may be flawed and new methods need to be developed. Lastly, the present study found NASA-TLX was associated with APD and suggests its potential for evaluating training sessions may be worth exploring further.
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**Figure captions**

**Figure 1.** Diagram of the experimental design. Visit 1 is for preliminary testing. The baseline, 10CON, 10INT, 25CON and 25INT visits are the experimental training sessions (open boxes) performed in randomized order* and the 1500 TT’s (filled boxes) evaluate APD.

**Figure 2.** The left panels show responses to the experimental training sessions and the right hand panels show responses to the subsequent 1500 TT’s. Individual plots are for Speed (A and B), HR (C and D), RPE (E and F). See text for abbreviations. baseline (filled squares), 10CON (filled circles), 10INT (open circles), 25CON (filled triangles), 25INT (open triangles). Values are mean ± SEM. Statistical significance is indicated as follows; (†) interaction of condition by time (*P* < 0.05), (*) main effect of condition (*P* < 0.05), (‡) main effect of time (*P* < 0.05).

**Figure 3.** Training load metrics for the training sessions: APD - Panel A, NASA-TLX - Panel B, sRPE* - Panel C, sRPEwt - Panel D, bTRIMP - Panel E, eTRIMP – Panel F,
iTRIMP - Panel G, and rTSS™ – Figure H. See text for abbreviations. Values are mean ± SEM. Significant pairwise comparisons are shown as follows; *P < 0.05 from 25CON and 25INT, †P < 0.05 from 10INT, ‡P < 0.05 from 25CON.

**Figure 4.** Normalized training load metrics for the training sessions: sRPEr - Panel A, bTRIMP - Panel B, cTRIMP - Panel C, iTRIMP - Panel D, rTSS - Panel F. See text for abbreviations. Values are mean ± SEM. Significant pairwise comparisons are shown as follows; *P < 0.05 from 25CON and 25INT, †P < 0.05 from 10INT, ‡P < 0.05 from 25CON.

**Figure 5:** The left panels show the group mean time course for Speed (A) and HR (C) from the experimental training sessions. The right panels show the group time course within the work-recovery cycle for Speed (B) and HR (D). Values are mean ± SEM. Statistical significance is indicated as follows; (‡) interaction of condition by time (P < 0.05), (*) main effect of condition (P < 0.05), (†) main effect of time (P < 0.05).